Detection of Duplicate records by using Progressive Windowing Technique

Abstract:
Duplicate detection is process of finding multiple representation of same real word entity. In very large data sets, like malls and website data, the data is difficult to manage and if there are duplicate entries it is all the more time consuming. Process is required to find duplicate entities in very short time by maintaining the quality of dataset. In this proposed approach a novel method is used namely progressive windowing that considerably increases the efficiency of finding the duplicates and maintain quality of dataset.
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I. Introduction:
Identifying multiple representations of same real word entities is duplication detection. The large databases usually face the challenges of duplicate data due to erroneous data entry. For example the data in super markets, retailing industry face these problems. The problem of detecting duplicate entities is an important data cleansing task, necessary to improve data quality. When merging data from different sources, the result is unique i.e. ensure that an entity has only one representation in result.

In progressive windowing technique sorting method is applied on input dataset by using a predefined sorting key and then compares records which are present within a window in the sorted order. The instinct is that records that are near in the sorted list are have more possibility to be duplicates than records that are far apart, because they are already similar according to their sorting key.

This static approach has already been defined as the sorted list of record pairs (SLRPs) hint [1]. The Progressive windowing algorithm differs by dynamically varying the execution order of the comparisons based on window size and intermediate results. Furthermore, progressive windowing method integrates a progressive sorting phase and can progressively process significantly larger datasets.

II. Literature review:
This system Near-uniform Range Partition Approach for Increased Partitioning in Large Database by Jie Song et al. allows Database partitioning technique which adopts divide and conquer method can efficiently simplify the complexity of managing massive data and improve the performance of the system. According to the “divide and conquer” method, the table is partitioned into several parts.

The system Top-k Set Similarity JoinsbyChuan Xiao et al. proposed the problem of answering similarity join queries to retrieve top-k pairs of records ranked by their similarities. Traditional approaches for the similarity joins with a given threshold will have to make guesses
on the similarity threshold and incur much redundant calculation. In this an efficient algorithm that computes the answers in a progressive manner, upper bound score and the $K^{th}$ temporary result score are exploited to develop several optimizations and to improve the space and time efficiencies of the algorithm. This algorithm provides the top-$K$ pair records ranked by their similarities by eliminating guess work of users.

Framework for Evaluating Clustering Algorithms in Duplicate Detection by OktieHassanzae et al. proposed approach for duplicate detection using clustering framework. In this approach entity resolutions used as a part of the data cleaning process to identify records that possibly refer to the same real-world entity. It provides an evaluation framework for understanding what hurdles remain towards the goal of truly scalable and general purpose duplication detection algorithms. It generate results using partitioning of the similarity graph which is the common approach in many early duplicate detection techniques, confirms the common wisdom that this scalable approach results in poor quality of duplicate groups and it also shows that this quality is poor even when compared to other clustering algorithms that are as efficient. However this approach will work only in sequential manner, due to this time required for duplicate detection is large as compared to other state-of-art approaches and results are also not satisfactory.

III. Progressive Windowing Technique:

The algorithm takes total five input parameters as follows
- $D$ is a reference to the data, which has not been loaded from disk yet.
- $K$ sorting key defines the attribute that should be used in the sorting step.
- $W$ specifies the window size which is used to decide window size for record comparison.
- Parameter $I$ defines the enlargement interval for the progressive iterations.
- For now, assume it has the default value 1.
- The last parameter $N$ defines the number of records in the dataset.

Step 1: procedure PSNM($D, K, W, I, N$)
Step 2: $pSize$ = $\text{calcPartitionSize}(D)$
Step 3: $pNum$ = $\lceil \frac{N}{pSize-W+1} \rceil$
   Where, array order size $N$ as Integer
Step 4: array recs size $pSize$ as Record
Step 5: order $\rightarrow$ sort Progressive ($D, K, I, pSize, pNum$)
Step 6: for currentI $\rightarrow$ 2 to $W$ do
Step 7: for current $\rightarrow$ 1 to $pNum$ do
Step 8: recs$\rightarrow$loadPartition ($D$, currentP)
Step 9: for dist belongs to range(currentI, I, W) do
Step 10: for i $\rightarrow$ 0 to $|\text{recs}|$ dist do
Step 11: if compare (pair) then
Step 12: emit (pair)
**System Architecture:**
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**IV. Conclusion:**

This algorithm increases the efficiency of duplicate detection for situations with limited execution time and high accuracy. In future work, want to combine these progressive approaches with scalable approaches for the duplicate detection in order to deliver the result even faster. The parallel sorted neighbourhood can be executed in parallel.
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